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Orior AG (ORON) opens at CHF 49.50
Today, the shares of Orior AG have been listed in accordance with the Main
Standard and are traded on SIX Swiss Exchange for the first time. The opening
price was CHF 49.50. This corresponds to a market capitalization of CHF 293
millions. Orior AG belongs not only to the SPI®, but also to the SPI EXTRA®.
According to the listing prospectus, 5,925,000 registered shares to a nominal
price of CHF 4.00 were entered in the Commercial Register.
Orior Group, a broadly anchored Swiss fresh food company, is a leader in meat
processing and the distribution of convenience foods, including vegetarian
delicacies. With a brand portfolio that includes household names such as
Rapelli, Ticinella, Spiess, Le Patron, Pastinella and Natur Gourmet, Orior holds
significant positions in rapidly growing market niches both in Switzerland and in
selected neighboring countries.
As well as nine Lineafresca production sites in the German-speaking part of
Switzerland and in Ticino, the company also has its own precision logistics
throughout Switzerland employing 1,300 people at the end of 2009.
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SIX Swiss Exchange
SIX Swiss Exchange is one of the world’s leading and most technologically advanced
securities exchanges. It provides customers with first-rate securities exchange services
and brings together participants, issuers and investors in an efficient and transparent
marketplace. In addition to the broad palette of products it offers, the SIX Swiss
Exchange's integrated, fully automatic trading, clearing and settlement system is indeed
convincing. www.six-swiss-exchange.com
SIX Swiss Exchange is a subsidiary of SIX Group. On a worldwide scale, SIX Group
offers first-rate services in the areas of securities trading, clearing and settlement, as well
as financial market information and payment transactions.
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